
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-24

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Veda needed a wheelbarow to move all that soil.      1.  _________________
     

2.       Caleb is becoming a really awsome surfer!                       2.  _________________
                    

            
3.  Peter gets woozey sometimes when he rides in a car.          3.  _________________

                   

4.  The thunderstorm we had last night was aweful.                   4.  _________________
      
   

5.  Morgan couldn't stop yawning because she was so tired.   5.  _________________
                                         

6.  Grandpa was siezed by a fit of coughing.        6.  _________________
      

7.  I want to buy a few new outfits for my spring wardroab.      7.  _________________
                             
  

8.  A new byepass is being built outside the city to help      8.  _________________
lessen traffic.  
                 

9.  Bristol gaized at the twinkling stars in the evening sky.           9.  _________________
             
                      

10.      Pablo bought a soft pretzel at the football game.              10.  _________________
               

                          
11.      The piano music sounded light and wimsical.                      11.  _________________
            
                                     
12.      Dana is yerning to visit her grandparents in Greece.    12.  _________________
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13.    “Try not to agonize over your dentist visit,” Mom told Cali.   13.  _________________
               
                                        
14.   Jeremy got down on all fours to coaxe the kitten out from   14.  _________________
        under the car.                                                
              
15.   The zipper on my jacket broke off this morning.                      15.  _________________
                  
                                    
16.    It turns out the story about the boy at school who found     16.  _________________
         a one-hundred dollar bill was a hoaxe.                                                               

               
17.    Scuba divers found the reckage of a ship dating back        17.  _________________
         to the 1700s.                                                                            
                               
18.    The view from our hotel room balcony was amazing.           18.  _________________
           
              
19.    Would you like some yogert and granola for breakfast?      19.  _________________
                            
                              
20.    Cha'relle had to wrestel the sock out of her dog's mouth.   20.  _________________
                                                               

Review Words

21.    Irwin wrote thank-you cards to his birthday party guests,     21.  _________________
         to show his apreciation for the gifts he received.         
                                       
22.    Jack's coach told him not to underestimate his opponent. 22.  _________________
                 
                   
23.    Biologists have a clasification system for animals and          23.  _________________
         plants.     
                                           

        Challenge Words

24.   Kyle plays the xylaphone in the school band.    24.  _________________
               
           
25.   Can we annex a new gymnasium to the existing school       25.  _________________
        building?                                    
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.       Veda needed a  wheelbarow  to move all that soil.      1.  wheelbarrow
     

2.       Caleb is becoming a really  awsome  surfer!                     2.  awesome 
                    

            
3.  Peter gets  woozey  sometimes when he rides in a car.          3.  woozy 

                   

4.  The thunderstorm we had last night was  aweful.                   4.  awful 
      
   

5.  Morgan couldn't stop  yawning  because she was so tired.   5.  CORRECT 
                                         

6.  Grandpa was  siezed  by a fit of coughing.        6.  seized 
      

7.  I want to buy a few new outfits for my spring  wardroab.      7.  wardrobe 
                             
  

8.  A new  byepass  is being built outside the city to help      8.  bypass 
lessen traffic.  
                 

9.  Bristol  gaized  at the twinkling stars in the evening sky.           9.  gazed 
             
                      

10.      Pablo bought a soft  pretzel  at the football game.              10.  CORRECT 
               

                          
11.      The piano music sounded light and  wimsical.                      11.  whimsical 
            
                                     
12.      Dana is  yerning  to visit her grandparents in Greece.    12.  yearning 
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ANSWER KEY

13.    “Try not to  agonize  over your dentist visit,” Mom told Cali.   13.  CORRECT 
               
                                        
14.   Jeremy got down on all fours to  coaxe  the kitten out from   14.  coax 
        under the car.                                                
              
15.   The  zipper  on my jacket broke off this morning.                      15.  CORRECT 
                  
                                    
16.    It turns out the story about the boy at school who found     16.  hoax 
         a one-hundred dollar bill was a  hoaxe.                                                               

               
17.    Scuba divers found the  reckage  of a ship dating back        17.  wreckage 
         to the 1700s.                                                                            
                               
18.    The view from our hotel room balcony was  amazing.           18.  CORRECT 
           
              
19.    Would you like some  yogert  and granola for breakfast?      19.  yogurt 
                            
                              
20.    Cha'relle had to  wrestel  the sock out of her dog's mouth.   20.  wrestle           

Review Words

21.    Irwin wrote thank-you cards to his birthday party guests,     21.  appreciation
         to show his  apreciation  for the gifts he received.         
                                       
22.    Jack's coach told him not to  underestimate  his opponent. 22.  CORRECT 
                 
                   
23.    Biologists have a  clasification  system for animals and          23.  classification
         plants.     
                                           

        Challenge Words

24.   Kyle plays the  xylaphone  in the school band    24.  xylophone 
               
           
25.   Can we  annex  a new gymnasium to the existing school       25.  CORRECT 
        building?                                    
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